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We revisit the evaluations for the spacelike and timelike ρpi transition form factors
Fρpi(Q
2) and Gρpi(Q2) with the inclusion of the the next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD con-
tributions in the framework of the kT factorization theorem. The infrared divergence is
regularized by the transversal momentum carried by external valence quarks, and ultimately
absorbed into the meson wave functions. In the region of Q2 6 2 GeV2, where PQCD
factorization apporach applicable, the NLO contribution can bring no larger than 35% en-
hancement to the spacelike form factor Fρpi(Q2). For the timelike form factor derived under
the kinematic exchanging symmetry, this contribution is also under control when the mo-
mentum transfer squared is large enough. We also prolong our prediction into the small Q2
region by taking the Lattice QCD results into account, and subsequently obtain the coupling
gρpiγ = Gρpi(0) = 0.596.
PACS numbers: 11.80.Fv, 12.38.Bx, 12.38.Cy, 12.39.St
I. INTRODUCTION
Rho-pion transition form factor carries the information of momentum redistribution between
all the constituents in initial and final states, when a photon is hitting on one constituent and the
bound state does not fall apart[1]. This physical quantity, in principle, is evoluted in the whole
momentum transfer squared extent, but actually, from the traditional QCD based approaches, we
can only calculate it in the intermediate and large energy regions due to the color confinement
[2–5], while in the small energy scope, it can been investigated only in lattice QCD [6–9] and
measured in experiments [10].
The perturbative QCD (PQCD) approach was initially proposed to calculate pion electromag-
netic form factor[11] with the well done resummation technique eliminating endpoint divergence
[12], And recently, this work has stepped forward to next-to-leading-order (NLO) QCD correc-
tions [13, 14]. the result turns out that the convergency of perturbative expansion is very good in
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2the corresponding energy region. The basic idea is to keep the transversal momentum of exter-
nal valence quarks in the denominates of internal propagates, and drop the transversal momentum
emerged in the numerator, because these terms bring the gauge dependence which should be com-
pensated with the soft gluon correction (three-parton distribution amplitude contribution) [15] due
to the gauge invariant matrix element at sub-leading power correction[16], the infrared regulators
obtained in this way are single logs of transversal momentum squared and is absorbed completely
into the definition of nonperturbative meson wave function.
Factorization of the similar exclusive process, says rho-pion transition, is also derived both in
light-cone collinear approach[17] and in PQCD approach[18] up to sub leading twist. Following
the leading-order calculation of spacelike form factor[5], we focus on the NLO correction in this
paper, and use the kinematic exchanging symmetry between positive and negative energy axises
to study the timelike form factor. By taking into account the lattice result in the small energy
region, where PQCD is invalid, we interpolate the form factor in the whole energy interval and try
to determine the rho-pion coupling gρpiγ . We note here that only the vector current Jµ,|λ|=1 accom-
panied by the transversal polarized rho meson gives nonzero contribution to rho-pion transition,
the residual γ5 existed in hadron matrix element make it is very different from the pion form fac-
tor, says the spacelike and timelike rho-pion matrix element have the same expression in terms of
corresponding form factors.
This paper is organized as follows. In the following section we briefly summarize the LO
prediction of rho-pi form factor from PQCD approach. In Sec. III, the NLO correction to form
factor is calculated, along with the discussion of infrared divergence. Numerics is performed in
Sec. IV, we parameterize rho-pion form factor in the full spacelike energy region with the lattice
result at small energy points. Sec. V contains the conclusion.
II. RHO-PION FORM FACTOR AT LEADING ORDER
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for timelike (a), and spacelike (b) rho-pion transition at LO.
Distinguishing by the momentum transfer carried by vector current, timelike and spacelike
rho-pion transitions at LO are plotted in Fig. 1. There are three other diagrams for each type form
factor, with the virtual photon current locating on the other three quark/antiquark lines. We defi-
nitely takeM1 as ρ+ and ρ− for Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively, andM2 is pi− for both diagrams,M1
carries the ”positive” momentum p1 = Q√2(1, γ
2
ρ , 0), while M2 carries the ”negative” momentum
p2 =
Q√
2
(γ2pi, 1, 0) along the light cone, with the dimensionless γ
2
ρ,pi ≡ M2ρ,pi/Q2. The anti-quark
d¯ in initial ρ− and final pi− carries momentum k1 = (x1p+1 , 0,k1T) and k2 = (0, x2p
−
2 ,k2T), re-
spectively, while in the final ρ+ the momentum fraction x1 is carried by quark u, kT represents the
3transversal momentum. In this convention, momentum transfer squared in timelike and spacelike
transition is Q2 = (p1 + p2)2 and q2 = (p1− p2)2, respectively, Q2 = −q2 in the large momentum
limit. The related meson wave functions are written as,
〈0|u¯(0)jd(z1)l|ρ−(p1, T )〉 = 1√
2NC
∫ 1
0
dx1e
ix1p1z1
{
p/1/Tφ
T
ρ (x1) +mρ/Tφ
v
ρ(x1)
+mρiµνρσγ
µγ5
ν
Tn
ρvσφaρ(x1)
}
lj
, (1)
〈pi−(p2)|d¯(z2)ju(0)l|0〉 = i√
2NC
∫ 1
0
dx2e
ix2p2z2γ5
{
p/2φpi(x2) +m
pi
0φ
P
pi (x2)
+mpi0 (v/n/− 1)φTpi (x2)
}
lj
, (2)
〈ρ+(p1, T )|u¯(z1)jd(0)l|0〉 = 1√
2NC
∫ 1
0
dx1e
ix1p1z1
{
/T p/1φ
T
ρ (x1) +mρ/Tφ
v
ρ(x1)
+mρiµνρσγ5γ
µνTn
ρvσφaρ(x1)
}
lj
, (3)
where φpi and φTρ denote the twist-2 distribution amplitudes (DAs), φ
P,T
pi and φ
v,a
ρ are twist-3 DAs,
dimensionless vectors n = (1, 0,0T ) and v = (0, 1,0T ), Nc is the number of colors. Rho-pion
transition matrix element is then formulated in terms of form factor associated with the antisym-
metry tensor,
〈pi−(p2)| Jµ,|λ|=1(p1 − p2) |ρ−(p1, T )〉 = ieFρpi(Q2)µνρσνTnρvσp+1 p−2 , (4)
〈ρ+(p1, )pi−(p2)| Jµ,|λ|=1(p1 + p2) |0〉 = ieGρpi(Q2)µνρσνT vρnσp+1 p−2 , (5)
where Jµ = 23eu¯γµu− 13ed¯γµd is the electromagnetic current .
We derive the spacelike rho-pion transition form factor up to subleading twist in three terms
corresponding to different Dirac structures of initial and final meson states,
FLOρpi (Q2) =
64pi
9
αs(µf )
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2 exp[−Sρpi(xi, bi, Q, µ)]{
mρ(φ
v
ρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h(x2, x1, b2, b1)
+x1mρ(φ
v
ρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h(x1, x2, b1, b2)
+2mpi0φ
T
ρ (x1)φ
P
pi (x2)h(x1, x2, b1, b2)
}
St(x1)St(x2), (6)
in which, due to the chiral enhancement and end-point effect, the third term with twist-2 rho DAs
and twist-3 pion DAs gives the dominate contribution, shows > 90%, that’s why in the following
we concentrate only on this term for the NLO gluon radiative correction. St(x) is the threshold
resummation function parameterized in the simple power-function formula[19–22], Sρpi is the kT
Sudakov factor for the transversal momentum[12, 23, 24]. The hard function h(x1, x2, b1, b2) is
obtained from the Fourier transfer of propagators on transversal components.
Timelike rho-pion form factor G(LO)ρpi (Q2) can be obtained in the similar way with substitute
x1 ↔ −x1, which subsequently lead to the replacement h(x1, x2, b1, b2)→ h′(x1, x2, b1, b2).
h(x1, x2, b1, b2) = K0(
√
x1x2Qb2) [Θ(b1 − b2)I0(√x1Qb2)K0(√x1Qb1) + b1 ↔ b2] ,
h′(x1, x2, b1, b2) = K0(i
√
x1x2Qb2) [Θ(b1 − b2)I0(i√x1Qb2)K0(i√x1Qb1) + b1 ↔ b2] . (7)
4We emphasis the exchanging symmetry of the internal propagators between the spacelike and
timelike one[5], which is the basic argument we used to derive the NLO timelike rho-pion form
factor.
III. NEXT-TO-LEADING-ORDER CORRECTION TO RHO-PION FORM FACTOR
In this section we consider the NLO gluon radiative correction to rho-pion transition form
factor, we firstly calculate the correction to spacelike form factor in the framework of kT dependent
factorization, and using the kinematic exchanging symmetry to derive the NLO timelike form
factor. Considering the Sudakov effect to the q¯q bound states, here are rho and pion mesons, our
calculation is based on the follow hierarchy[13, 14],
Q2  x1Q2 ∼ x2Q2  x1x2Q2  k21T ∼ k22T . (8)
A. Spacelike rho-pion form factor at NLO
The NLO hard kernel in kT factorization theorem is defined by taking the difference between
full amplitude and effective amplitude, where the wave functions in the latter one absorb all in-
frared (IR) divergence at a certain order of strong coupling,
H(1)(x1, k1T , x2, k2T , Q
2) = G(1)(x1, k1T , x2, k2T , Q
2)
−
∫
dx
′
1d
2k
′
1T Φ
(1)
I (x1, k1T ;x
′
1, k
′
1T )H(0)(x
′
1, k
′
1T , x2, k2T , Q
2)
−
∫
dx
′
2d
2k
′
2T H(0)(x1, k1T , x
′
2, k
′
2T , Q
2) Φ
(1)
F (x
′
2, k
′
2T ;x2, k2T ). (9)
Φ
(1)
I ,Φ
(1)
F presents the O(αs) initial and final wave function with the integrated loop momentum
flowing in, respectively. When the loop moment does not flow in, H(0) is exactly the LO hard
kernel in our interesting
H(0)(x1, k1T , x2, k2T , Q
2) =
64piαs(µ)
9
2mpi0φ
T
ρ (x1)φ
P
pi (x2)
(k1 − k2)2(p2 − k1)2 . (10)
In case the loop momentum flowing in, the momentum of constitutes in H(0) should redistribute,
which lead to the modified momentum fraction δ(x′1− x1 + l+/p+1 ) δ(k′1T − k1T + lT ) and δ(x′2−
x2 + l
−/p−2 ) δ(k
′
2T − k2T + lT ).
1. Full amplitudes at NLO
The full amplitudes at NLO, according to the degree of complexity, include the self correction,
vertex correction, box and pentagon correction; or in other words, the calculation corresponds to
5two-point, three-point, four-point integral, respectively. We define the dimensionless ratios
δ1 =
k21T
Q2
, δ2 =
k22T
Q2
, δ12 =
−(k1 − k2)2
Q2
. (11)
In this way, the soft and collinear divergences are both regulated by ln δi, and their overlap sin-
gularity is regulated by double log ln2 δi. The ultraviolet (UV) poles, which is not the focal point
in this paper, are processed in dimensional regulation (regulated by 1/ε) and redefined in the MS
scheme.
a b c
d e f
g h i
FIG. 2. Self-energy corrections to Fig. 1(b).
The simplest correction include the quark and gluon self-energy correction, as shown in Fig. 2,
whose amplitudes are reducible since the integral momentum does not pollute the hard kernel.
G
(1)
2a+2b+2c+2d = −
αsCF
4pi
[
2
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
δ2Q2eγE
+ ln
4piµ2
δ1Q2eγE
+ 4
]
H(0) , (12)
G
(1)
2e = −
αsCF
4pi
[
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
x1Q2eγE
+ 2
]
H(0) , (13)
G
(1)
2f+2g+2h+2i =
αsCF
4pi
(
5
3
Nc − 2
3
Nf )
[
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
δ12Q2eγE
+ 2
]
H(0) , (14)
where µ is renormalization scale, γE is Euler constant, Nf is the number of quark flavors.
6a b c
d e
FIG. 3. Vertex corrections to Fig. 1(b).
Calculating the vertex diagrams depicted in Fig. 3 results in the following results:
G
(1)
3a =
αsCF
4pi
[
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
Q2eγE
− 2 ln δ1 lnx1 − 2 ln δ1 − 2 lnx1 − pi
2
3
+
3
2
]
H(0) , (15)
G
(1)
3b = −
αs
8piNc
[
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
x1Q2eγE
+ 2
]
H(0) , (16)
G
(1)
3c = −
αs
8piNc
[
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2
δ12Q2eγE
− ln δ12
δ1
ln
δ12
δ2
+ ln
δ212
δ1δ2
+
3
2
− pi
2
3
]
H(0) , (17)
G
(1)
3d =
αsNc
8pi
[
3
ε
+ 3 ln
4piµ2
δ12Q2eγE
+ ln
δ12
δ2
+ 2 ln
δ12
δ1
+
11
2
]
H(0) , (18)
G
(1)
3e =
αsNc
8pi
[
3
ε
+ 3 ln
4piµ2
x1Q2eγE
+ ln(
x1
δ2
)(1− ln x1
δ12
) +
1
2
ln
x1
δ12
− 2
3
pi2 +
11
2
]
H(0) . (19)
We give a discussion about G(1)3b here. Contrasting to the amplitudes of other diagrams which can
be understood by the general IR analysis, the calculation of Fig. 3(b) does not generate IR diver-
gence. To explain this ”anomaly”, we should go back to the perturbative QCD factorization[18],
this IR piece is kinematic forbidden due to the initial and final spin structure we are interested.
Because the box and pentagon correction is UV safe, we sum up all the UV terms to see the coef-
ficient αs/4pi(11− 2Nf/3), which agrees with the universality of wave function in Ref. [13, 14].
The corrections from the box and pentagon diagrams in Fig. 4 are arranged as:
G
(1)
4b =
αs
8piNc
[
ln δ1 ln δ2 − ln δ1 lnx1 − lnx1(1− lnx1) + ln δ2 + pi
2
6
]
H(0) , (20)
G
(1)
4c = 0 , (21)
G
(1)
4d = −
αs
8piNc
[
ln
δ12
δ1
(ln
x1
δ2
+ 1) +
pi2
6
]
H(0) , (22)
G
(1)
4f = −
αs
8piNc
[
ln
δ12
x1δ1
ln
δ12
δ2
+
pi2
4
− 1
2
]
H(0) . (23)
We do not write down the results of reducible Fig. 4 (a) and 4(e) since they cancel with their
partner effective diagrams exactly. Fig. 4(c) gives collinear logarithm ln δ1 at the first sight, but
this IR piece is power suppressed by Λ2QCD/Q
2[14]. We do not write down the adjoint correction
7a b c
d e f
FIG. 4. Box and pentagon corrections to Fig. 1(b).
to another LO kernel, obtained with replacing x1 → x2, k1T → k2T from H(0), in Eq.( 23) for
Fig. 4(f). We found that all double logs in Figs. 3(c) and 4(b,d,f) cancel each other due to the soft
dynamics, rather different from the cases for the collinear light cone wave functions.
2. Effective diagrams at NLO
In this section, we present the calculation of effective diagrams in terms of the convolution in-
tegration between NLO initial and final mesons wave functions and LO hard kernel. To reproduce
the collinear divergence in full amplitude, we focus on the hadronic matrix elements of wave func-
tion accordingly, says leading transversal Fock states of ρ meson and sub-leading valence Fock
states with pseudoscalar current of pi meson.
ΦTρ (x1, k1T ;x
′
1, k
′
1T ) =
∫
dy−
2pi
d2yT
(2pi)2
e−ix
′
1p
+
1 y
−+ik
′
1T·yT
·〈0|q¯(y)γT v/W †y (n1)In1;y,0W0(n1)q(0)|u¯(p1 − k1)d(k1)〉 , (24)
ΦTpi (x
′
2, k
′
2T ;x2, k2T ) =
∫
dz+
2pi
d2zT
(2pi)2
e−ix
′
2p
−
2 z
++ik
′
2T·zT
·〈0|q¯(y)γ5W †z (n2)In2;z,0W0(n2)q(0)|u¯(p2 − k2)d(k2)〉 , (25)
where y = (0, y−,yT) and z = (z+, 0, zT) are light cone coordinates of the anti-quark field.
Wilson lines are defined with a litter bit straying from the light cone, n21, n
2
2 6= 0:
Wy(n1) = P exp
[
−igs
∫ ∞
0
dλn ·A(y + λn1)
]
, (26)
Wz(n2) = P exp
[
−igs
∫ ∞
0
dλv ·A(z + λn2)
]
, (27)
in which P is the path-ordering operator and their nonzero order terms redistribute the momentum
between the meson institutes. Wilson lines at two different points are connected by a vertical
link at infinity [25]. In this way, we can evade the light cone singularity (l ‖ n/v) by the scalar
regulators ξ21 ≡ 4(n1 · p1)2/|n21| and ξ22 ≡ 4(n2 · p2)2/|n22|. This rapidity singularity had been
8investigated by the joint resummation [26] and the result shows the scheme-dependence is small,
so in this paper we fix ξ21 = ξ
2
2 = Q
2 to minimize the scheme dependence.
a b c d e
f g h i j
FIG. 5. The effective diagrams for the initial ρ meson wave function.
We firstly consider the second term in the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (9), where the NLO
wave function of initial state meson can be obtained from Eq. (24) with the 1st-order expansion
of Wilson line in Eq. (26). Effective Feynman diagrams of NLO wave function ΦTρ with eikonal
propagator indicating in double line is depicted in Fig. 5, and we calculate the convoluted integral
Φ(1)ρ ⊗H(0) ≡
∫
dx′1d
2k′1T Φ
T, (1)
ρ (x1,k1T ;x
′
1,k
′
1T )H(0)(x′1,k′1T ;x2,k2T ), (28)
and one by one,
Φ(1)ρ,a⊗H(0) = Φ(1)ρ,b⊗H(0) = −
αsCF
8pi
(
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2f
δ1Q2eγE
+ 2
)
H(0) , (29)
Φ(1)ρ,c⊗H(0) = 0 , (30)
Φ
(1)
ρ,d⊗H(0) =
αsCF
4pi
(
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2f
k21T e
γE
− ln2 ξ
2
1
k21T
+ ln
ξ21
k21T
+ 2− pi
2
3
)
H(0) , (31)
Φ(1)ρ,e⊗H(0) =
αsCF
4pi
(
ln2
x1ξ
2
1
k21T
+
2pi2
3
)
H(0) , (32)
Φ
(1)
ρ,f⊗H(0) =
αsCF
4pi
(
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2f
k21T e
γE
− ln2 x
2
1ξ
2
1
k21T
+ ln
x21ξ
2
1
k21T
+ 2− pi
2
3
)
H(0) , (33)
Φ(1)ρ,g⊗H(0) =
αsCF
4pi
(
ln2
x21ξ
2
1
k21T
− pi
2
3
)
H(0) , (34)
Φ
(1)
ρ,h⊗H(0) =
αsCF
2pi
(
1
ε
+ ln
4piµ2f
δ12Q2eγE
)
H(0) , (35)
with the factorization scale µf . We can also see that the double log ln2 kT disappears ultimately
due to the same reason as in the full amplitudes. We naively consider the reducible Fig. 5(c) as
zero because it also reproduce the result of quark diagram Fig. 4(e) exactly. Their summation
9gives:
∑
i=a,··· ,h
Φ
(1)
ρ,i ⊗H(0) =
αsCF
4pi
[
3
ε
+ 3 ln
4piµ2f
ξ1Q2eγE
+ (2 lnx1 + 4) ln
ξ21
δ1Q2
+2 ln
ξ21
δ12Q2
+ lnx1(lnx1 + 2) + 2− pi
2
3
]
H(0). (36)
We also calculate the third term in the RHS of Eq. (9), with the wave function of final state
meson is Eq. (25).
H(0) ⊗ Φ(1)pi =
∫
dx′2d
2k′2T H
(0)(x′1,k
′
1T ;x2,k2T ) Φ
P, (1)
pi (x2,k2T ;x
′
2,k
′
2T ) (37)
The effective Feynman diagrams for the NLO wave function of final state are similar with those
as shown in Fig. 5, we do not show the details of them for the conciseness, and only show the
summed result ∑
i=a,··· ,h
H(0) ⊗ Φ(1)pi,i =
αsCF
8pi
[
2
ε
+ 2 ln
4piµ2f
ξ2Q2eγE
+ (2 lnx2 + 4) ln
ξ22
δ2Q2
+2 ln
ξ22
δ12Q2
+ lnx2(lnx2 + 2)− pi
2
3
]
H(0) . (38)
The results of irreducible effective amplitudes in Eq. (38) is half of that in Eq. (35) due to the
different spin structures in wave functions, which lead to the different UV behaviour and the half
collinear divergence.
3. NLO hard correction
Before extracting the NLO form factors, we firstly confirm the IR cancelation between the
quark diagrams and the effective diagrams. Taking into account of the jet function effect, which
emerged when the internal quark is on-shell in the small x1 region[27],
J (1)H(0) = −1
2
αs(µf )CF
4pi
[
ln2 x1 + lnx1 +
pi2
3
]
H(0) , (39)
we obtain the NLO hard kernel in the MS scheme with Eq. (9) ,
H(1)(µ, µf , Q
2)→ H(1) − J (1)H(0) ≡ F (1)ρpi (µ, µf , Q2)H(0)
=
αs(µf )CF
8pi
[
21
2
ln
µ2
Q2
− 8 ln µ
2
f
Q2
+
9
4
lnx1 lnx2 − 3
4
ln2 x1 − ln2 x2
−67
8
lnx1 − 2 lnx2 + 37
8
ln δ12 +
107
8
− pi
2
3
]
H(0) , (40)
where the kT independent function F (1)ρpi (Q2) is the NLO correction to spacelike rho-pion from
factor.
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B. Derivation of the timelike rho-pion form factor at NLO
To obtain the NLO timelike rho-pion form factor, we recall the exchanging symmetry −x1 ↔
x1 between spacelike and timelike form factor in PQCD approach as we shown at LO. We do not
do the complicate NLO calculations again, what we suggest is to take the NLO result of spacelike
form factor obtained in the above subsection, and then make a analytic continuation to the timelike
region [28, 29]. We use the following continuation prescriptions
lnQ2 → ln (−Q2 − i) = lnQ2 − ipi , (41)
lnx1 = ln
−x1Q2 + k21T + i
Q2 + i
= ln
−x1Q2 + k21T + i
Q2
− ipi ≡ lnx′1 − ipi , (42)
ln δ12 = ln
−x1x2Q2 + |k1T + k2T |2 + i
Q2 + i
= ln
−x1x2Q2 + |k1T + k2T |2 + i
Q2
− ipi
≡ ln δ′12 − ipi , (43)
and take fourier transfermation of the transversal momentum appeared above to its conjugate co-
ordinate space. In order to be consistent in form with those formula at LO, the NLO correlation
function to timelike rho-pion form factor can be written as,
G(1)ρpi (µ, µf , Q2, bi) =
αs(µf )CF
8pi
{[
21
2
ln
µ2
Q2
− 8 ln µ
2
f
Q2
+
9
4
(
1
2
ln
4x1
Q2b21
− γE
)
lnx2
−3
4
(
1
2
ln
4x1
Q2b21
− γE
)2
− 67
8
(
1
2
ln
4x1
Q2b21
− γE
)
+
37
8
(
1
2
ln
4x1x2
Q2b21
− γE
)
− ln2 x2 − 2 lnx2 + 65pi
2
48
+
107
8
]
+ipi
[
9
4
(
1
2
ln
4x1
Q2b21
− γE
)
− 27
8
lnx2 +
25
8
]}
. (44)
IV. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
A. PQCD prediction
We preform the numerical analysis in this section, the rho-pion transition form factor up to
NLO is derived as,
Fρpi(Q
2) =
64pi
9
αs(µf )
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2 exp[−Sρpi(xi, bi, Q, µ)]{
mρ(φ
v
ρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h(x2, x1, b2, b1)
+x1mρ(φ
v
ρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h(x1, x2, b1, b2)
+2mpi0φ
T
ρ (x1)φ
P
pi (x2)
[
1 + F (1)ρpi (µ, µf , Q2)
]
h(x1, x2, b1, b2)
}
St(x1)St(x2) , (45)
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Gρpi(Q
2) =
64pi
9
αs(µf )
∫ 1
0
dx1dx2
∫ ∞
0
b1db1b2db2 exp[−Sρpi(xi, bi, Q, µ)]{
mρ(φ
v
ρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h′(x2, x1, b2, b1)
−x1mρ(φvρ(x1)− φaρ(x1))φApi (x2)h′(x1, x2, b1, b2)
+2mpi0φ
T
ρ (x1)φ
P
pi (x2)
[
1 + G(1)ρpi (µ, µf , Q2, bi)
]
h′(x1, x2, b1, b2)
}
St(x1)St(x2) . (46)
in which the light cone distribution amplitudes (LCDAs) are taken up to n = 2 and n = 4 in the
Gegenbauer expansion of rho and pion meson, respectively,
φTρ (x) =
fTρ√
2NC
x(1− x)
[
1 + a⊥2,ρC
3/2
2 (t)
]
, (47)
φvρ(x) =
fρ
2
√
2NC
[
3
4
(1 + t2) +
(
3
7
a
‖
2,ρ + 5ζ
A
3
)
(3t2 − 1)
]
, (48)
φaρ(x) =
3fρ
2
√
2NC
(1− 2x)
{
1 + 4
[
1
4
a
‖
2,ρ +
5
3
ζA3
(
1− 3
16
ωA1,0
)
+
35
4
ζV3
]
(10x2 − 10x+ 1)
}
,(49)
φApi (x) =
3fpi√
2NC
x(1− x)
[
1 + api2C
3/2
2 (t) + a
pi
4C
1/2
4 (t)
]
, (50)
φPpi (x) =
fpi
2
√
2NC
[
1 +
(
30η3 − 5
2
ρ2pi
)
C
1/2
2 (t)− 3
(
η3ω3 +
9
20
ρ2pi(1 + 6a
pi
2 )
)
C
1/2
4 (t)
]
. (51)
To do the numerics, we firstly use the asymptotic DAs with only the lowest terms, we also suggest
to use another set of DAs to check the effects of high order Gegenbauer moments,
fTρ = 0.160 GeV, fρ = 0.216 GeV, a
⊥
2,ρ = 0.14, a
‖
2,ρ = 0.17, [30]
ζA3 = 0.032, ζ
V
3 = 0.013, ω
A
0,1 = −2.1, [31]
api2 = 0.35, a
pi
4 = 0.12, [32]
fpi = 0.130 GeV, ρpi = mpi/m
pi
0 = 0.139/1.4, η3 = 0.015, ω3 = −3.0 . [33]
In this work we concentrate on the evaluations for the central values of the relevant form factors
only and do not consider the effects of the uncertainties, coming from the errors of the above pa-
rameters at certain scale and those from their scale evolution, and from the choice of factorization
and renormalization scale, as well as some other scheme dependence.
The PQCD predictions for the Q2-dependeces of the form factors Fρpi(Q2) and Gρpi(Q2) are
depicted in Fig. 6, where the dominate contribution term at LO and NLO, as well as the total
results are exhibited. When using the asymptotic DAs as input, we find that the NLO correction is
less than 35% in the spacelike region Q2 ≥ 2 GeV2 (the region PQCD applicable). The timelike
form factor is studied with the starting point Q2 = 5 GeV2 since in the intermediate rho-pion
invariant mass region PQCD fails to describe the resonant mesons ( ω(782), ω(1420) and ω(1650)
) 1, the convergence of the NLO correction to absolute value is not good before Q2 ≥ 10 GeV2
(if we assume the convergence means ≤ 50%), while the NLO correction retains the shape of
strong phase. Including the high Gegenbauer expansion terms brings a litter bit change to the
results when only the asymptotic DAs are taken into account, which provides us an independent
opportunity to determine the moments if precision data become available.
1 The φ(1020), φ(1680) channel is mainly occupied by KK¯∗.
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FIG. 6. Spacelike and timelike rho-pion transition form factors evaluated from PQCD with the asymptotic
(left) and nonasymptotic (right) rho and pion DAs.
B. Interplaying with the lattice result
Benefiting from the lattice QCD predictions at low Q2 region [8], we are able to known the
rho-pion form factors at the the whole region of Q2. Because of the same reason of the broad
resonance contribution in the intermediate timelike energy, we are now only able to do the global
fit for spacelike rho-pion form factor. In Fig. 7, we show the spacelike result in the wholeQ2 region
obtained by combining fit of the PQCD predictions and the Lattice QCD evaluations. Reciprocal
of square polynomial parameterization is adopt [2],
Fρpi(Q
2) =
Aρpi
Q4 +Q2Bρpi + Cρpi
, (52)
with the use of the asymptotic (nonasymptotic) DAs, we find numericallyAρpi = 0.606(0.676), Bρpi =
0.370(0.457), Cρpi = 1.016(1.131), and gρpiγ∗ = Fρpi(0) = Aρpi/Cρpi = 0.596(0.598), which,
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within the range of the possible theoretical uncertainties, are consistent with currently available
data [10, 34, 35]. As an by product, we can also estimate the charged rho-pion radius in this way
〈r2ρpi〉 = 1.304(1.449) GeV−2.
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FIG. 7. Combine fitting of spacelike rho-pion form factor in PQCD and the Lattice QCD. Left (right) plot
shows the PQCD result obtained with asymptotic (nonasymptotic) DAs.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the rho-pion transition from factors Fρpi(Q2) and Gρpi(Q2) are studied with the
inclusion of the QCD corrections at NLO in the framework of the PQCD factorization approach.
We firstly calculate all the quark diagrams of the spacelike form factor as well as their descen-
dent effective diagrams that absorb all the residual collinear singularities, and then take their dif-
ference to obtain the NLO hard corrections. The spacelike form factor Fρpi(Q2) is then extended
analytically to the timelike one Gρpi(Q2) based on the kinematic exchanging symmetry. When
adopting the asymptotic DAs of rho, pion mesons, the NLO contribution provide a enhancement
to the LO result by less than 35% for spacelike rho-pion form factor in the region Q2 ≥ 2 GeV2,
and the corresponding correction to the timelike form factor also support the perturbative theory
at large Q2 region.
The recent Lattice QCD results in the low Q2 region are also used, together with the PQCD
predictions, to do the global fit for spacelike form factor in the whole energy extent, and we get
the rho-pion coupling gρpiγ∗ = 0.596. The combine fit is impossible now for timelike form factor
due to the unclear intermediate resonances in the broad medium energy region.
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